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Abstract: The positive effects of Green Spaces on health are thought to be achieved through the
mechanisms of mitigation, instoration and restoration. One of the benefits of Green Spaces may be the
restoration of attention and so the objective of this research is testing empirically whether exposure
to a green environment improves attention in school children. For so doing, we first used a split-unit
statistical design in each of four schools, then combined the primary results via meta-analysis. The
Attention Network Test (ANT) was used to measure attention before and after exposure and a total
of 167 seven-year-old students participated in the experiments. Overall, our experimental results
do not support the hypothesis that students’ exposure to activities in green vs. grey spaces affected
their performance in ANT. This was so despite the fact that neither age nor gender biases have been
detected and despite that our experiments have been proved to be sufficiently statistically powerful.
It would be advisable to consider air pollution and noise. We also recommend that participants
attend the experiment with mental exhaustion to maximize the ability to detect significant changes.

Keywords: attention network test; natural spaces; mental health; ReML

1. Introduction

In an increasingly urban world, with almost 75% of the European population living in
urban areas [1], urban planners and public health professionals need to work together [2]
since various environmental exposures and lifestyles detrimental to health can be found in
cities [3]. Natural spaces such as parks, gardens, urban trees, etc. are becoming increasingly
important for improving the quality of life and health of citizens [4,5] and according to
the World Health Organization (WHO), Urban Green Spaces are beneficial for health [6].
Therefore, and with the sustainable development goals set by the UN (SDG3 and SDG11),
it is important that the contributions of Green Spaces to cities are taken into account [7].

According to scientific evidence, the mechanisms that explain the positive effects
of Green Spaces on health are through mitigation, instoration and restoration. Different
authors agree that Green Spaces can have positive effects on health through mitigation,
instoration and restoration [8,9]. They mitigate air pollution and noise levels [10–12] and
are able to regulate temperature by preventing possible heat waves [13,14]. In addition,
their instoration role comes from the contribution of new resources because Green Spaces
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promote physical activity [15–17] and the relationship between neighbours by strength-
ening social cohesion [18,19]. In regards to the restorative role, there are two theories:
on the one hand, the stress reduction theory (SRT) and, on the other hand, the attention
restorative theory (ART). The SRT states that Green Spaces are a source of positive emotions
while blocking negative emotions and therefore reducing stress levels [20,21]. Accord-
ing to ART, Green Spaces offer a space to attract and recover attention effortlessly and
suppress neurocognitive load [22,23]. ART suggests that natural spaces would stimulate
involuntary attentional processes and therefore voluntary attentional processes would be
restored. Living in environments that reduce the restorative capacity of attention, mainly
in childhood, would negatively affect learning, the academic process and the development
of social functions [24,25]. Those are the reasons why it is important to provide young
students with care restoration areas [26].

There are few observational studies on the potential effect of Green Spaces in urban
environments and their effect on attention. Depending on the type of exposure, two types
of studies have been carried out: observational studies with long time exposure and inter-
ventional studies with brief exposure. Among the first ones, we will mention the study
of Dadvand et al. [27] carried out with 2593 children between 7 and 10 years old living
in the city of Barcelona. They focused on the beneficial role of green environments in
cognitive functions, including attention. Specifically, they wanted to analyse the effects
Green Spaces’ exposure had on superior working memory and attention. They found that
the greater the amount of green space exposure both at home and at school, and the lower
the levels of air pollution, the better the children’s cognitive performance. Additionally,
also in Barcelona Amoly et al. [28], analysed the greenness of the city’s school yards and the
environment of 2111 school children’s (7–10 years) homes and found a statistically signifi-
cant inverse relationship between playtime in Green Spaces and inattention scores. Several
authors point out as a limitation the lack of existence of a large number of longitudinal
studies and therefore, that one cannot speak of an association [27–29].

Interventional studies related to Green exposure perform the analysis using brief
exposure instead of long time exposure. One of the first studies was by Kuo and Faber [30],
in which they exposed 452 children of 5–18 years of age with ADHD (Attention Deficit and
Hyperactivity Disorder) symptomatology to an activity in nature, observing an improve-
ment in ADHD symptoms in those who performed the activities exposed to Green Spaces
several times compared to those who performed the activities in an indoor or outdoor
built space.

Schutte et al. [31] found improvements in attention and working memory tasks for
those who took a nature walk in a sample of 33 children aged 4–5 and 34 children aged 7–8.
According to the results of the study by Stevenson et al. [32], performed with 33 Danish
students aged 12, walking 30 min in a natural environment—compared to walking a
similar time in an urban environment—is beneficial for children’s attention, being asso-
ciated with faster and more stable responses on the ANT (Attention Network Test) test.
However, Hartig et al. [33] observed no difference between the group exposed to natural
environments and the control group, exposed to urban spaces, for restoration of attention.

The present study aims to assess whether 60-min of exposure, involving a short
walk, an activity and having a mid-morning snack, to a green environment improves
attention compared to another environment (grey spaces) in the general population
of seven-year-olds.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Type of Study

This work has a quasi-experimental analytical epidemiological design. The exposure
was defined as the environment where a programmed activity takes place: green space and
grey space (a space without green environment). The assignment of the environment to
each classroom (green/grey) was made randomly in each school. Green Spaces consist of
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an open green space with trees bigger than 5000 m2, while grey spaces are paved squares
or schoolyards.

This study was carried out after obtaining the approval of the Ethical Committee of
the Department of Health of the Basque Government as well as with the approval of the
schools and with the signed informed consent of the parents or guardians of the children.

2.2. Study Area

The study area focuses on schools located in two coastal municipalities of Gipuzkoa,
Zarautz and Donostia-San Sebastian, Basque Country, northern Spain. These municipalities
are located 20 km from each other. Donostia-San Sebastian is the capital of Gipuzkoa, while
Zarautz is the fifth largest municipality in the province by population, 23,223 inhabitants
in Zarautz and 186,665 inhabitants in the capital (INE, 2018). They are two municipalities
with a very defined urban network; Donostia-San Sebastian being the capital, has very
important road axes in addition to urban traffic. At the same time, two busy roads cross the
municipalities of Zarautz and Donostia, the AP-8 highway, which connects Donostia-San
Sebastian with the other two provincial capitals of the Basque Country with an average
daily traffic intensity of 44,890 vehicles in Zarautz and 49,244 vehicles in Donostia, and, on
the other hand, the N-634 road, which crosses the entire coast of Gipuzkoa with an average
daily traffic intensity of 7235 vehicles at the closest seating station to Zarautz [34].

Of the four schools, two of the schools (School 1 and 2) have a green space less than
300 m away, as recommended by the WHO [6], while the other two (School 3 and 4) have a
green space more than 300 m away.

2.3. Sample

The participants were 167 children of 7 years old (x = 6.8, SD = 0.3) distributed in
4 schools, 3 in Zarautz and 1 in Donostia-San Sebastián. The four schools have similar
characteristics in terms of the socioeconomic level of the students, all above the MEDEA
4–5 deprivation index, which allows them to be classified as areas of a high socioeconomic
level (http://www.proyectomedea.org, accessed on 18 August 2020). None of the study
participants had a previous diagnosed ADHD symptomatology. Among the participants,
7 children had to be excluded from the study because they did not meet the criteria
for inclusion in the test of care used (a score of less than 90 in the test scores variable)
(proyectoinma.org accessed on 10 July 2020).

2.4. Attention Network Test (ANT)

Attention was evaluated using the children’s version of the neuropsychological Atten-
tion Network Test (ANT) [35]. The children’s version of ANT [36] was designed to measure
attention in children aged 6 to 10. To make it more user-friendly, the arrows in the adult
version were replaced with fish with an arrow inside. Children should look at the fish in the
middle of a row of 5 fish and use the arrows on the keyboard to indicate the same direction
as that fish. For each correct hit the children will have a positive hearing reinforcement
(¡Woo-hoo!) [25]. This test has been used in several studies measuring the effect of Green
Spaces on the attention of children of similar ages to the sample above [32,37,38].

The test was conducted in the children’s usual classroom. Computers were distributed
in such a way that participants did not disturb each other and they were provided with
headphones to listen to the auditory stimulus when responding correctly and to avoid
possible sound discomfort.

Each classroom had 3–4 instructors and 19 children on average. All participants
received the same instructions, which were agreed upon by all instructors. The first
time-block was always for training and once the instructors checked that each child had
understood how to do the test, the training ended and the test started, which consisted of
4 blocks of 32 tests each (128 tasks in total).

Five different variables were obtained through the test. The variable “test scores”
represents the score of the hits obtained; “accuracy” defines the accuracy, calculated as

http://www.proyectomedea.org
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accuracy = test scores/(errors + test scores). The variable “Reaction time” marks the median
time that the participants took to answer each test. One of the most interesting variables
of the test, along with that of the scores, is the variable “Reaction time variability”, which
indicates the variation in response time between the different tests of each participant. This
variable has been related to inattention [37]. Finally, the “impulsivity” was calculated as
(impulsivity = (Reaction time in correct responses − Reaction time in incorrect responses)),
which is interpreted as the higher value being the less impulsive. This test does not
allow us to know whether voluntary attention processes have been deactivated during the
activity, but we understand that significant reductions in reaction time variability could be
compatible with this change in the attentional system (voluntary-involuntary).

2.5. Procedure

Four schools were contacted and all of them gave their approval to carry out the
study within their premises. The project started after obtaining the signed consent of the
principals. First, the school was visited in the early morning to prepare the necessary
material and to set up the computers. Then, participants entered classrooms at the time
they normally start lessons, at 9 a.m., and each subject was placed in their respective
computer with the ID assigned to them. The informed consent forms, signed by the parents
or legal guardians and distributed earlier by the school, were collected and the explanation
began. The participants were not informed in advance of the test they were to take. Only
data belonging to those who gave their informed consent were analysed.

Once all the students were in place, it was explained to them how they should proceed
for the correct realization of the practice. The ANT (Attention Network Test) was carried
out for 20 min. Once the whole class finished the exercise (pre-intervention test), they went
out to the school playground or street. Then, the class was divided into two groups: one
went to a green space and the other to a grey space to perform the activity (Figure 1).
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All the groups performed the same playful activity which consisted of playing a game
and then having a mid-morning snack; altogether the activity lasted 60 min. Afterwards,
they returned to the class and each participant went back to the same computer where they
first performed the test, in order to repeat it. After the second test, the group’s experiment
was concluded.

2.6. Power Analysis

A power analysis was carried out in order to calculate the sample size required for each
outcome of the study. For this purpose, the R package BDEsize: Efficient Determination of
Sample Size in Balanced Design of Experiments [39] was used. The defined parameters
were: alpha = 0.05, effect size (exposure × time interaction) = 15%, obtaining statistical
power of 85%. The sample size was different for each outcome: total score (n = 4 for each
group), accuracy (n = 3 for each group), reaction time (n = 16 for each group) and reaction
time variability (n = 22 for each group) and impulsivity (n = 664 for each group). In the
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case of impulsivity, due to its variability, a large sample size would be required. Therefore,
the results obtained in the experiment should be interpreted with caution.

2.7. Description of the Experiments

A basic experiment was carried out in each of four schools, namely School 1, School 2,
School 3 and School 4 (Supplementary Table S1), to test for the effect of the exposure to
activities in green vs. grey spaces on the school students’ performance in multiple-choice
computer-based tests (128 questions). Students (random factor <Subject>) were randomly
assigned to each of two levels of the fixed factor <Exposure>, that is <grey> and <green>
spaces. Five univariate responses were recorded in two occasions on each subject, one
before applying the exposure (level <before> of the fixed factor <Time>) and another after
applying the exposure (level <after> of the fixed factor <Time>). Student’s sex and age
were also recorded.

2.8. Repeated Measures: Statistical Design and Model

Each basic experiment is to be understood as a split-unit (or split-plot) statistical
design [40], where subjects represent the whole units, exposures represent the whole-unit
treatments and time represents the split-unit treatment. The two measurements of each
response taken on each subject are correlated although, there being just two repeated
measures, we may assume equicorrelation [40] and, therefore, Cochran’s theorem [41] is
satisfied, with the final consequence that F-tests are valid. This specific type of split-unit
design is known as a repeated-measurement design and the corresponding statistical model
may be written as follows [40–42]:

Yijk = µ + τi + εij + γk + (τγ)ik + δijk, (1)

Equation (1). where Yijk is a given response to Exposure i (= 1, . . . , t) of subject (whole
unit) j (= 1, . . . , r) at Time k (= 1, . . . , g); µ is the overall mean effect; τi is the effect
of Exposure i (i.e., the whole unit treatment: Subjects in Exposure); εij is the effect of
Subject j in Exposure i (i.e., the whole unit error), where εij is independently and identically
distributed as N(0, σ2ε); γk is the effect of Time k (i.e., the split unit treatment); (τγ)ik is
the interaction between Exposure i and Time k; and δijk is the experimental error (i.e., the
split unit error: Time x Subjects in Exposure), where δijk, which is independent of εij, is
assumed to be independently and identically distributed as N(0, σ2δ). Since Exposure has
two levels (green and grey spaces) and since Time has two levels (before and after), t = 2
and g = 2; since different numbers of subjects were used in each school, r varies in each
basic experiment as specified in Supplementary Table S1.

Thus, the effect of the exposure under a repeated-measurements design is measured
by the term (τγ)ik in Equation (1), i.e., by the interaction between Exposure i and Time k.
Since the goal of each of our basic experiments was to test for the effect of the exposure to
activities in green vs. grey spaces on the school students’ performance in multiple-choice
tests, we focused our analysis on said term.

2.9. Linear Mixed Effects Modelling: The Analysis of the Basic Experiments

Univariate responses from experimental settings may be analysed using the ANOVA
approach [40], but we preferred the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML) approach
within the framework of linear mixed effects modelling [42,43]. This was so because
the flexible ReML approach yields unbiased estimates for random terms in mixed mod-
els (such as the terms εij and δijk in Equation (1). Hence, for the purpose of analysing
(i.e., for hypothesis testing and parameter estimation) all the responses in our basic ex-
periments, according to Equation (1), we used function lme() of R package nlme [44] in
R software v. 4.0.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) [45]. Model
assumptions, as made explicit in Equation (1), were checked for each fitted model and
variance function structures [46] were introduced, when needed, through the argument
weights of lme().
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2.10. Meta-Analysis: Combining the Results of the Basic Experiments

Once we quantified the effect of the exposure levels in each basic experiment (as mea-
sured by the term (τγ)ik in Equation (1), we combined the available evidence from School
1, School 2, School 3 and School 4 experiments using the meta-analysis methodology [47].
For this purpose, we used the function metagen() of the R package meta [48], applying
the generic inverse variance method [49] for pooling the available data of each of the five
response variables.

For more information about the methods, see Supplementary Material.

3. Results

As can be seen in Table 1, the maximum score obtained in score was 128, and on
average the children failed eight (120 on average in score), with a minimum score of 91.
The average value of the accuracy of the test was high, close to 1. As for the reaction time,
in ms, the average was 924 ms and the standard deviation was 194 ms. A similar coefficient
of variation is observed in both variables, c. ~23% variation around the mean.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics (mean of pre-post) for the five responses considered in this research work.

Schools 1, 2, 3 and 4

Variable n Minimum Maximum Mean StDev Median Q1 Q3 IQR
Test score 319 91.0 128.0 119.7 6.6 121.0 117.0 124.0 7.0

Test accuracy 319 0.823 1.000 0.967 0.032 0.976 0.957 0.992 0.035
Reaction time (ms) 319 527.0 1584.0 923.9 194.2 898.0 789.8 1044.5 254.8
Impulsivity (ms) 319 −1593.5 1406.0 117.2 447.9 71.5 −106.3 247.3 353.5

Variability in reaction time (ms) 319 112.4 485.1 329.5 73.6 336.8 287.2 375.6 88.4

Because neither age nor gender biases were detected (Supplementary Table S1), we
concluded that the randomization of students to exposure levels was correct. The only
strong correlation between responses occurred between test score and accuracy (0.603)
(Supplementary Table S2), which is logical.

The Exposure × Time interaction effect (Table 2), the focus of our inference, was not
found to be significant for any combination of response and school. Thus, we did not
find evidence that students’ exposure to activities in green vs. grey spaces affected their
performance in multiple-choice tests. The same is true for the main effect corresponding to
Exposure (Table 2), which, again, suggests that, in our repeated-measures designs, the ran-
domization of students to exposure levels was correct. By contrast, the main Time effect was
significant in most schools for reaction time and variability in reaction time (Table 2). These
main Time effects are negative, indicating that students’ reaction time was lower after being
exposed to activities in green and grey spaces than before, regardless of the exposure. More
information about the results can be found in Supplementary Material, Figures S1–S5.

The estimates of the Exposure × Time interaction effect for each response obtained in
the different schools were combined via meta-analysis. The results (Figures 2–6) were found
to be unbiased despite the small number of studies (Supplementary Table S3). However,
they do not support the idea that students’ exposure to activities in green vs. grey spaces
affected their performance in attentional multiple-choice tests, for each confidence and
prediction interval includes the value zero. Besides, because in every case τ2 = 0, the fixed
effects model was found to be sufficient, thereby suggesting that the observed variability
in the schools’ estimates can be explained simply by the expected estimator variance.
Information about the funnel plots can be found in Supplementary Material, Figure S6.
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Table 2. Hypothesis testing for the five response variables considered in the experiment.

Response is Test Score School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4

Source df (num) df (den) F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value
(Intercept) 1 40 15611.40 <0.001 26003.36 <0.001 22164.02 <0.001 22581.18 <0.001
Exposure 1 40 0.05 0.834 0.64 0.431 0.56 0.456 0.40 0.534

Time 1 40 0.86 0.360 0.12 0.737 5.01 0.029 4.18 0.051
Exposure × Time 1 40 0.03 0.864 0.49 0.490 2.65 0.109 0.03 0.876

Response is accuracy School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4
Source df (num) df (den) F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value

(Intercept) 1 40 42300.24 <0.001 95594.79 <0.001 83821.45 <0.001 49778.72 <0.001
Exposure 1 40 0.44 0.509 1.34 0.257 0.98 0.326 0.59 0.448

Time 1 40 0.04 0.833 1.35 0.255 2.11 0.151 11.07 0.003
Exposure × Time 1 40 0.01 0.910 0.31 0.584 1.50 0.226 0.14 0.712

Response is reaction time School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4
Source df (num) df (den) F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value

(Intercept) 1 40 1132.50 <0.001 737.58 <0.001 1733.15 <0.001 1210.86 <0.001
Exposure 1 40 0.64 0.429 1.48 0.234 0.02 0.896 0.68 0.416

Time 1 40 51.67 <0.001 22.50 <0.001 16.38 0.000 17.84 <0.001
Exposure × Time 1 40 0.02 0.900 1.87 0.182 0.50 0.484 0.36 0.555

Response is impulsivity School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4
Source df (num) df (den) F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value

(Intercept) 1 40 3.05 0.088 10.98 0.003 5.89 0.018 0.95 0.339
Exposure 1 40 1.47 0.233 1.88 0.181 0.01 0.908 2.69 0.113

Time 1 40 2.81 0.101 7.07 0.013 1.51 0.224 0.88 0.357
Exposure × Time 1 40 0.68 0.415 0.78 0.386 0.05 0.818 1.36 0.254

Response is reaction time variability School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4
Source df (num) df (den) F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value

(Intercept) 1 40 1500.11 <0.001 633.75 <0.001 1457.69 <0.001 892.34 <0.001
Exposure 1 40 0.05 0.824 0.38 0.543 2.15 0.148 0.21 0.649

Time 1 40 3.27 0.078 1.88 0.181 8.15 0.006 4.29 0.048
Exposure × Time 1 40 0.04 0.849 0.60 0.444 0.22 0.643 0.56 0.462
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Figure 2. Meta-analysis for test response test score.
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Figure 3. Meta-analysis for test response accuracy.
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Figure 4. Meta-analysis for test response reaction time.
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Figure 5. Meta-analysis for test response impulsivity.
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Figure 6. Meta-analysis for test response reaction time variability.

4. Discussion

The aim of this work was to study the relationship between carrying out an activity in a
short period in a green space and the restoration of attention in seven-year-old children. Al-
though no interaction was found between exposure and time, after the activity—regardless
of exposure—student responses improved in reaction time and reaction time variability.
Previous studies have shown that long time exposure to green space can influence restora-
tion of attention [37]; however, this study examined the effect that green space can have on
restoring attention but found no effect. This result may be due to the fact that the study
area is located in very green areas itself, as a consequence of being in the Atlantic climate:
a temperate-humid climate, showing moderate temperatures and being very rainy without
a dry season. This combination favours the proliferation of vegetation [50]. In contrast,
Dadvand’s [37] study area is a Mediterranean climate zone, with hot and dry summers and
mild and rainy winters. In conclusion, there are fewer green areas compared to the Atlantic
climate zones. In addition, other studies have found that more urbanised areas or city
centres benefit more from the health effects of Green Spaces compared to rural areas, which
may be due to the increased pace of life and stress that can occur in large cities [51,52]. Our
study area consists of Zarautz, a town of around 23,000 inhabitants and Donostia, a city of
around 186,000 inhabitants, which is small and surrounded by mountains.

Regarding the meta-analysis, no significant results were found for the test answers.
No differences were found between the groups that performed the activity in the green
space near the school and those that performed it in the grey space near their school. It
should be noted that inter-individual variability could explain a great part of the variance,
in many cases exceeding 50%. Although in the present study information was collected
about gender and the same protocol was followed when carrying out the intervention to
avoid variability in the estimates, it is estimated that, even so, the inter-individual weight
is very high.

In addition, schools are usually located next to roads with heavy traffic [53]; this reality
also exists with the four schools in the study. This makes it difficult to select noise-free
spaces to develop the experiment in an environment free of negative exposures; therefore,
results may be influenced by some environmental stressors such as noise, since all schools
are located in noise zones that are higher than those dictated by legislation [54], which
could interfere with the participants’ ability to restore the attention, since according to the
literature noise has a negative influence.

Some studies have linked the presence of Green Spaces with decreased noise levels,
although there is not yet consistent evidence [55]; noise has been observed to have a causal
relationship in inattention and affect cognitive development [56]. A study around Munich
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airport found a cause–effect relationship between environmental noise and cognitive skills
among children. In the same study, groups exposed to an airport (old and new Munich
airport) were compared with control groups, groups not exposed to aerial noise and with
the same sociodemographic characteristics as the groups of those exposed. The groups
exposed to airport noise have a longer reaction time in the attention test. When the old
airport was closed, the group that had experienced such exposure improved in reading
and long-term memory scores. In addition, the exposed group had worse reading scores
two years after the new airport became operational, compared with scores one year after
the new airport became operational, suggesting that there may be a cumulative effect of
noise exposure [57].

In another study, Zhang, Kang, & Kang [58] analysed the restorative capacity of
an urban natural environment but compared different groups exposed to three sound
scenarios. They found that the group exposed to an urban natural environment with
a natural sound environment had a greater restorative capacity than those exposed to
traffic noise.

The idea that noise, as well as air pollution, interferes with restoring attention and
that Green Spaces mitigate these exposures follows the model of Markevych et al. [9] and
Hartig et al. [8]. With what was mentioned before, it can be concluded that not measuring
exposure to noise as well as not considering more individual variables has been a limitation
of this study.

Finally, an hour of activity in the Green Spaces may not have been enough time to
appreciate improvements in attention and, therefore, the minimum time to consider in
relation to attention is something to take into account in future studies. Several studies
claim to see differences between exposed and unexposed groups with activities or walks of
20–30 min [32,59,60], however, a review of minimum time in nature for a positive impact
found only three studies related to attention; all three studies designed time periods in
Green Spaces of 50 min. One of them observed an improvement in attention, another
observed no association and the last one observed worse scores in the attention test [61].

5. Conclusions

According to the results obtained, the main hypothesis that carrying out a short-
term activity in a green space is restorative of attention is not fulfilled. However, it is
recommended to continue analysing the relationship between Green Spaces and restoration
of attention, taking into consideration for the analysis variables such as noise and air
pollution as well as individual variables.
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